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To clarify, both the PS3 and Vita verisons of MGS3's HD Collection
edition include all the HD additions and Konami additionally
confirmed this via the PS blog. The PS Vita version does not include
Peace Walker or download codes in any of its in-game functionality,
this is also the reason that the PS3 version has "HD Patch 1.03"
(complete with a pre-patch entry) on PSN, while the PS Vita version
has not. is MGS1 on ps3 MGS1 is part of the MGS Collection, a
PlayStation Store sub-category that also includes MGS2 and MGS3.
Each title in the MGS Collection requires a separate download of
150-200mb depending on the version, if you check the store page for
the MGS Collection, that is actually the required download for the
MGS Collection itself, followed by the required patches (all version-
dependent). I just got Metal Gear Solid HD Collection 1.03 for free on
PSN and I'm having trouble uninstalling it. How can I uninstall it?
Depending on how Metal Gear Solid HD Collection 1.03 was
downloaded to your PS3, you can use the following steps to
uninstall/uninstall a single game app or patch. 1) Connect PS3 to the
internet via Wi-Fi, and launch Store (the main menu). (1) 2) Press the
Left and Right Analog Sticks to select from Game and Apps categories
respectively. 3) Tap on [See Game Installed] and select the app or
patch. Press the following buttons to cancel [See Game Installed] and
select or cancel the last option. (2) If the Last option is selected, then
that would be [See Game Installed] option which you are viewing as
the Home screen as you are done here with that. (3) Swipe up (or

https://urlin.us/2sFPzp


down if you are using Android) on Home screen to clear. If [See Game
Installed] option is selected, then that would be the option that you
are currently on. Press the following buttons to cancel [See Game
Installed] option, then tap on Home Screen to return to home screen.
(4) If the app or patch is installed, a message would appear on top of
the Home Screen. (5) If [Select] button is selected on screen (5), then
that would be [See Game Installed]
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